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This brochure is intended for general descriptive and informational purposes only. It is subject to change and does not constitute an offer, representation or warranty (express or implied) by Nissan North America, Inc. Interested parties should confirm the accuracy of any
information in this brochure as it relates to a vehicle directly with an INFINITI Retailer before relying on it to make a purchase decision. Nissan North America, Inc. reserves the right to make changes, at any time, without prior notice, in prices, colors, materials, equipment,
specifications, and models and to discontinue models or equipment. Due to continuous product development and other pre- and post-production factors, actual vehicle, materials and specifications may vary from this brochure. Some vehicles shown with optional equipment.
See the actual vehicle for complete accuracy. Availability and delivery times for particular models or equipment may vary. Specifications, options and accessories may differ in Hawaii, U.S. territories and other countries. For additional information on availability, options or
accessories, see your INFINITI Retailer or visit INFINITI website.
Final production vehicle may vary. Always wear your seat belt, and please don’t drink and drive. ©2021 INFINITI. IN-05452 Reorder #22508i (9/21, 20K, KSL)
that is certified to contain a minimum of 10% post-consumer waste materials.

Reducing our environmental footprint is an important goal at INFINITI. That’s why this brochure uses paper stock
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EXTERIOR COLORS*

2

GLACIER WHITE (QAK)

MAJESTIC WHITE (QAB)**

3

LIQUID PLATINUM (K23)

MOONBOW BLUE (KCG)**

ROLL WITH DISTINCTION 1 18 X 8-inch
Charcoal Metallic, Machine-Finished AluminumAlloy Wheels 2 20 X 8-inch Dark Silver, MachineFinished Aluminum-Alloy Wheels** 3 20 X 8-inch
Charcoal Metallic, Machine-Finished AluminumAlloy Wheels**

GRAPHITE SHADOW (KAD)

WARM TITANIUM (KCF)**

DEEP BORDEAUX (NBM)**

C HAOS IS L IFE .
CO NQU E R IT IN STY L E .
A fulfilling life is always on and ever-changing. And you wouldn’t have it any other way, right? Conquer life, in all its changing
facets, in style. The all-new 2022 INFINITI QX60 will help. This is a true 3-row luxury SUV for the life you live — going from
carpool to concert hall in the blink of an eye, it's aesthetically beautiful while unbelievably functional. Beyond versatility, the
QX60 offers a robust suite of driver assistance and safety technologies that will put your mind at ease.1 With calm
restored, your vehicle becomes a productive space that keeps you connected and focused on the future. Because it’s
not the challenges and successes in the rearview mirror that count, but the opportunities emerging on the horizon.

LUXURY SHOULD BE LIVED IN

DON’T JUST ILLUMINATE. SHINE. The
QX60 headlights and taillights are marked by
crisp segments like the keys of a piano, each lit by
deep-set LEDs and a reflector that illuminate with
a uniform glow rather than pinpoints of light. And
with the available Vision Package, the Adaptive
Front Lighting System2 can turn your low beam
headlights in the direction you’re steering, assuring
you shine wherever you’re headed.

BE PREPARED FOR ATTENTION The first thing people
will notice about the QX60 is its presence, exuding strength and
sophistication. But when you look closer, you see a timeless
design philosophy expressed in its simplicity, grace and powerful
minimalism. The sleek lines combine with a roof that looks like it’s
floating on glass to weave a luminescent, futuristic style that will
stop people in their tracks. Why not turn a few more heads with
the bright chrome protective bumper accents2 on SENSORY and
AUTOGRAPH trims. Or turn them with the AUTOGRAPH’s allblack roof2 for a canopy that appears seamless, without a hint
of visible body color but a full statement of personality.

*INFINITI has taken care to ensure that the color swatches presented here are the closest possible
representations of actual vehicle colors. Swatches may vary slightly due to the printing process and
whether viewed in daylight, fluorescent or incandescent light. Please see the actual colors at your
local INFINITI Retailer. **Additional cost applies for this option.

GRAND BLUE (RCJ)**

MOCHA ALMOND (CAS)**

MINERAL BLACK (GAT)**

PAINT WITH PERSONALITY
From sophisticated to dynamic, color
inspires your own personal style.

INTERIOR COLOR/MATERIAL*

GRAPHITE

Leather-appointed,
Semi-aniline leather-appointed**

SANDSTONE

Leather-appointed
Tilt and Slide Second-Row6

SADDLE BROWN

Leather-appointed,**
Semi-aniline leather-appointed**

INTERIOR TRIM*

BLACK LACQUER

View video to learn more about
ProPILOT Assist with Navi-link
ProPILOT Assist with Navi-link2,3

NEVER MISS A CONNECTION INFINITI
InTouch™ with wireless Apple CarPlay®4 lets you
enjoy the iPhone® experience on the QX60 touchscreen without plugging in. Wireless charging is
available, too. Seven devices can connect to the
Wi-Fi hotspot.4 And there are up to seven USB
ports, two in the third-row on SENSORY and
AUTOGRAPH trims.5

SILVER METALLIC WEAVE**

BLACK OPEN PORE ASH WOOD**

EVERY CHOICE IS ELEGANT
A rich and modern palette is the
foundation for a premium space.
Engage the senses with a striking
combination of sight and touch.

*INFINITI has taken care to ensure that the color swatches
presented here are the closest possible representations of
actual vehicle colors. Swatches may vary slightly due to the
printing process and whether viewed in daylight, fluorescent
or incandescent light. Please see the actual colors at your local
INFINITI Retailer. **Additional cost applies for this option.

D OWN TO THE L AST DETAIL
In ways grand and small, the uncluttered and incredibly open interior offers an overwhelming sense of
calm the first time you get in, a feeling which repeats every time you get in. It flows from a philosophy
that’s as much about what’s not there as what is. Of course, what’s inside — like front seats with
NASA-derived support, available second-row captain's chairs with first-class comfort and exquisite
quilting that carries all the way up to the dash2 — tells you that no detail has been forgotten.

FLEXIBILITY AT YOUR FINGERTIPS The
QX60 adapts to your busy life — with ease. The
second-row seats tilt and slide forward, even with
a child seat in place.6 Raise the third-row seat using
one finger with the available power-return feature.7
Access the cargo area with a wave of your foot,
prompting the available Motion Activated Liftgate.8

Panoramic Moonroof

TECH THAT SIMPLIFIES TRAVEL Available
ProPILOT Assist with Navi-link2,3 can help take
some of the minutiae of stop-and-go highway
driving off your plate by automatically braking
and accelerating to match the flow of traffic.
Using the navigation system9 to “anticipate”
curves and interchanges, it helps slow you for
your turn or exit. Beyond easing the burden, the
QX60 can give you peace of mind with features
like Predictive Forward Collision Warning10
that monitors two cars ahead to warn you of a
potential collision. And Rear Automatic Braking,11
which can help stop you from backing into a large
stationary object. Because the less you worry
about the chaos around you, the more you can
connect to those who are with you.

75.4 cu. ft. of Cargo Space8

TRIM LE VEL S & PACK AG ES
QX60 PURE
MECHANICAL AND PERFORMANCE

• 3.5-liter V6 engine (295 hp @ 6,400 rpm, 270 lb-ft of
torque @ 4,800 rpm)
• 9-speed automatic transmission
• Manual-mode paddle shifters
• Front-Wheel Drive or INFINITI Intelligent All-Wheel Drive12
DESIGN

• 18-inch Charcoal Metallic, machine-finished aluminumalloy wheels with 255/60R18 all-season tires
• Matte black body side moldings
• Gloss black front and rear bumper accents
• LED automatic-on/off headlights
• LED signature daytime running lights
• Panoramic moonroof with power open/close/tilt and
sunshade
• Body-color door handles with chrome accent, welcome
light LED (front handles only) and capacitive touch sensors
(front and rear handles)
CRAFTSMANSHIP

• Black Lacquer interior trim accents
• Leather-appointed seating surfaces (first- & second-rows)
• Dual occupant memory system for driver seat and
outside mirrors
• 8-way power adjustable and heated front seats
• 4-way driver power lumbar
• 2-way front-passenger power lumbar
• 60:40-split folding, sliding second-row bench seat6
• Multi-mode second-row seat with one-touch release for
easy third-row entry/exit
• 60:40-split folding third-row seat with manual recline13
• 7-passenger seating capacity
• 10 cup holders and 4 bottle holders
• Leather-wrapped steering wheel
• Heated steering wheel
• Leather-accented shifter
• Stainless steel kick plates (first- & second-rows)
TECHNOLOGY

• INFINITI Fine Vision electroluminescent gauges with 7-inch
Intelligent-View® Display
• INFINITI InTouch™ 12.3-inch Interactive Display4
• HD Radio® Technology
• Nine speakers audio system
• INFINITI Voice Recognition
• INFINITI InTouch™ Services with 5-year trial access to
Select and 1-year trial access to Premium packages4
• Wireless Apple CarPlay® integration4
• Android Auto™4
• Bluetooth® Hands-free Phone System with audio streaming4
• Six USB charging ports (2 Type-C, 4 Type-A)5
• SiriusXM® Radio with Advanced Audio features and
3-month trial access4

• Power rear liftgate
• Intelligent Key with push button ignition, seat memory, last
used audio and climate control settings
• Tri-Zone Automatic Temperature Control system with
microfilter
• Rear air vents: headliner-mounted, second- & third-row
outboard positions
• Rear heater ducts: under first-row seats & on third-row
passenger side lower trim panel
• Rear parking sensors
• Power folding and power adjustable heated outside mirrors
with integrated turn signals and reverse sync
• Wi-Fi Hotspot with 30-day or 1GB trial access4
• Hands-free Text Messaging Assistant14
• Rain-sensing front windshield wipers
SAFETY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forward Emergency Braking with pedestrian detection15
Predictive Forward Collision Warning10
High Beam Assist headlights
Lane Departure Warning with haptic steering wheel 16
Blind Spot Warning17
Rear Automatic Braking11
RearView Monitor18
Rear Cross Traffic Alert19
Ten standard airbags20

QX60 LUXE

QX60 SENSORY

QX60 AUTOGRAPH

Includes all QX60 PURE standard features, plus:

Includes all QX60 LUXE standard features, plus:

Includes all QX60 SENSORY standard features, plus:

MECHANICAL AND PERFORMANCE

MECHANICAL AND PERFORMANCE

• Front-Wheel Drive or INFINITI Intelligent All-Wheel Drive12

• Front-Wheel Drive or INFINITI Intelligent All-Wheel Drive12

DESIGN

DESIGN

• 20-inch Dark Silver, machine-finished aluminum-alloy wheels
with 255/50R20 all-season tires
• Silver roof rails
• Silver Metallic Weave interior trim accents
• Dark gray front and rear bumper accents
CRAFTSMANSHIP

• Climate-controlled front seats
• Rear-passenger manual sunshades
• Auto-dimming outside mirrors

• 20-inch Charcoal Metallic, machine-finished, aluminum-alloy
wheels with 255/50R20 all-season tires
• Chrome body side moldings
• Chrome front and rear bumper accents
CRAFTSMANSHIP

•
•
•
•

TECHNOLOGY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Smooth grain leather-wrapped steering wheel
4-way passenger power lumbar
Illuminated Kick Plates
Black Open Pore Ash Wood interior trim accents
TECHNOLOGY

ProPILOT Assist with Navi-link2,3

INFINITI 12.3-inch Dynamic Meter Display

HomeLink® Universal Transceiver
Power tilting and telescoping steering column
Dual occupant memory system for steering wheel
Remote Engine Start21
SiriusXM® Traffic with 3-month trial access to real-time traffic
information4
SiriusXM® Travel Link® with 3-month trial access to weather,
fuel prices, stock prices, sports scores, movie listings and parking4
Around View® Monitor with Moving Object Detection22
Front parking sensors
Traffic Sign Recognition23

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Massaging front seats
Dual occupant memory system for passenger's seat
Heated second-row seats (outboard only)
Third-row seat power return7
Wireless Charging Pad5
Third-row USB Type-A port5
Advanced Climate Control System25
Motion Activated Liftgate
Bose® 17-speaker Performance Series Audio
Enhanced LED interior ambient lighting

DESIGN

• Black Obsidian Contrast Roof
• Black roof rails
CRAFTSMANSHIP

• Semi-aniline leather-appointed seats (first- & second-rows)
with quilting, perforation, and contrast stitch and piping
• Second-row captain’s chairs with inboard pivoting armrests
• Removable center console (second-row)
TECHNOLOGY

• 10.8-inch Head-Up Display
• Smart Rearview Mirror18
SAFETY

• Front Central Seat-Mounted Airbag20
• Adaptive Front Lighting System with auto leveling function

SAFETY

• Driver Attention Alert24
• Lane Departure Prevention16
• Blind Spot Intervention®17

Semi-aniline Leather-appointed Seating

PACKAGES
1

PERFORMANCE AUDIO PACKAGE

2

VISION PACKAGE

• Bose® 17-speaker Performance Series Audio

• Adaptive Front Lighting System with auto leveling
function
• 10.8-inch Head-Up Display
• Smart Rearview Mirror18

3

•
•
•
•

TOW PACKAGE

6,000-lb. maximum towing capacity (AWD models only)26
Trailer Sway Control27
Transmission oil cooler
Tow hitch, receiver and wiring harness (AWD models only)27

Build your vehicle at
infinitiusa.com
Bose® 17-speaker Performance Series Audio

1

LIGHTING Illuminate elegance with
signature lighting accessories. The effect lends
an upscale ambiance and offers a modern
appeal that is unmistakable. Whether it’s
the drama of the INFINITI Radiant Welcome
Lighting, glamour of the INFINITI Radiant
Illuminated Kick Plates, or convenience of the
INFINITI Radiant Illuminated Cargo Scuff
Plate,8 brilliance is all around. Turn it on.

CARGO Keep your QX60 pristine
and your cargo secure. A Reversible
Cargo Area Protector guards against
wear, while the Cargo Block Stabilizers
or Cargo Organizer keep bulky items
upright and in place.8 The Trash Bin keeps
the cabin clean, as the Cargo Net keeps
packages secure. The Underfloor Storage
Dividers separate and secure wet and
sandy clothes, the first ingredients for
many great memories.
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1

2

4

2

1

BLACK CHROME MIRROR CAPS

2

CONSOLE NET AND PASS-THROUGH LIGHTING

EXTERIOR/INTERIOR Elevate style and protection
without adding pretense. The Black Chrome Mirror Caps
keep your vehicle's exterior premium, as the Chrome Rear
Bumper Protector and Splash Guards help prevent scrapes
and nicks. Inside, All-Season Floor Mats — High Wall Liners
effortlessly preserve your interior footwells, as an elegant
Pass-Through Lighting illuminates storage for the driver and
front passenger. The Console Net provides a place to bring
life with you by conveniently holding a purse or tablet.

3

INFINITI RADIANT ILLUMINATED KICK PLATES

4

VIRTUAL KEY28

TECH With INFINITI Virtual Key, manage
your QX60 remotely. Once installed, the driver
can grant up to seven additional users access
to lock or unlock doors, start the engine or
open the liftgate. From the Virtual Key app,
view your QX60 location and usage history
for every user.28

ACC ES S O R IES FO R MORE
POSSIB ILITIES
Life has many facets. Outfit and style up your QX60 to carry, tow and express each one with Genuine
INFINITI Accessories.29 We ensure that each one is designed and manufactured to integrate seamlessly
with your vehicle and provide a custom fit and finish. For more information and to shop online for
Genuine INFINITI Accessories, go to parts.infinitiusa.com.
ACCESSORIES SHOWN: BLACK ROOF RAIL CROSSBARS,8 CHROME REAR BUMPER PROTECTOR, HITCH MOUNT/BALL/RECEIVER,
POLISHED CHROME LICENSE PLATE FRAME, RUNNING BOARDS, SPLASH GUARDS, INFINITI RADIANT WELCOME LIGHTING.

1

REVERSIBLE CARGO AREA PROTECTOR 8

2

TRASH BIN

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES TO CONSIDER:

Remote Engine Start21
Hatch Tent
Drive Recorder — Dual Camera30
Tablet Holder
Wheel Locks
Security Impact Sensor
Valve Stem Caps

TECHNIC AL SPEC S
INTERIOR DIMENSIONS
Cargo volume8 — behind first-row (cubic feet)

75.4

Cargo volume — behind second-row (cubic feet)

41.6

Cargo volume8 — behind third-row (cubic feet)

14.5

8

Contrast Roof

Head room — first-row / second-row / third-row (inches)

40.8 / 37.5 / 35.7

Leg room — first-row / second-row / third-row (inches)

42.1 / 37.7 / 28.0

CAPACITY
Maximum tow capacity26

6,000 lbs.

Fuel tank

18.5 gallons

Seating

Up to 7 passengers

POWER & FUEL ECONOMY
Horsepower

295 hp @ 6,400 rpm

Torque

270 lb-ft @ 4,800 rpm

Estimated Fuel Economy FWD31 — city / highway / combined (mpg)

21 / 26 / 23

Estimated Fuel Economy AWD — city / highway / combined (mpg)

20 / 25 / 22

32

10.8-inch Head-Up Display

See infinitiusa.com for complete list of specifications.

69.7

66.9
Contrast Stitch and Piping

COMFORT MEETS CONFIDENCE
The soft-touch leather appointments
aren’t merely quilted with contrast
stitching, but accented by a crosshatch
at every sewn intersection and piping
to line the edges. With a Head-Up Display
that gives you essential information
projected directly onto your windshield,
you’ll be ready to travel in confidence
to match your comfort.

All dimensions are measured in inches.

EXQUISITELY CRAFTED COMFORT
THE TAILO RED QX60 AUTOG R APH
Comfort comes in many forms, from feeling coddled in premium materials to feeling your most radiant in
sophisticated style. In the QX60 AUTOGRAPH, we’ve meticulously addressed them all. Inside, comfort
conforms to your passengers with adjustable second-row captain's chairs and our softest semi-aniline
leather appointments in the first and second rows. Outside, the exclusivity is made visible with a Black
Obsidian Roof that seemingly disappears into a continuous glass cabin, accented by sleek Black Roof Rails.

86.0

114.2
198.2

1 INFINITI drive assist technologies can’t prevent all collisions or warn in all situations. See Owner’s Manual for important safety information. 2 Available on select models. 3 ProPILOT Assist with Navi-link cannot prevent collisions. It is the driver’s responsibility to be in control of
the vehicle at all times. Always monitor traffic conditions and keep both hands on the steering wheel. System operates only when lane markings are detected. Does not function in all weather, traffic and road conditions. System has limited control capability and the driver may need to
steer, brake or accelerate at any time to maintain safety. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 4 Available feature shown. Use feature only when safe and legal. Compatible device and service required. Subject to third party service availability. For more information see www.
infinitiusa.com/intouch/legal. 5 Driving is serious business and requires your full attention. If you have to use the connected device while driving, exercise extreme caution at all times so full attention may be given to vehicle operation. 6 Do not perform slide forward function with
the Child Restraint System occupied. 7 When operating the rear power-seatback return, make sure that the vehicle is stopped and the transmission is in the P (Park) position. 8 Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution. Always secure cargo. Heavy loading of the
vehicle with cargo, especially on the roof, will affect the handling and stability of the vehicle. 9 Never program while driving. GPS mapping may not be detailed in all areas or reflect current road status. 10 Predictive Forward Collision Warning cannot prevent collisions. See Owner’s
Manual for safety information. 11 Rear Automatic Braking cannot prevent all collisions and may not provide warning or braking in all conditions. Driver should always turn and check surroundings before driving and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner’s Manual for safety
information. 12 Intelligent All-Wheel Drive cannot prevent collisions or provide enhanced traction in all conditions. Always monitor traffic and weather conditions. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 13 Do not ride in a moving vehicle when the seatback is reclined. For the
most effective protection, the seat should be upright. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 14 Use the text messaging feature after stopping your vehicle in a safe location. If you have to use the feature while driving, exercise extreme caution at all times so full attention may be
given to vehicle operation. Compatible smartphone required. Text rates and/or data usage may apply. 15 Forward Emergency Braking with pedestrian detection cannot prevent all collisions and may not provide warning or braking in all conditions. Driver should monitor traffic conditions
and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 16 Lane Departure Warning and Lane Departure Prevention only operate when lane markings are detectable. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 17 Blind Spot Warning and Blind Spot
Intervention cannot prevent all collisions and may not detect every object or warn in all situations. Driver should always turn and look before changing lanes. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 18 RearView Monitor and Smart Rearview Mirror may not detect every object and
do not eliminate blind spots or warn of moving objects. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 19 Rear Cross Traffic Alert may not detect all vehicles. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 20 Air bags are only a supplemental restraint system. Always wear your seat belt.
Rear-facing child restraints should not be placed in the front-passenger's seat. All children 12 and under should ride in the rear seat properly secured in child restraints, booster seats, or seat belts according to their size. Air bags will only inflate in certain accidents. See Owner's Manual for
safety information. 21 Remote Engine Start System to be used only in accordance with any laws or rules in effect in your vehicle’s location. 22 Around View® Monitor with Moving Object Detection cannot eliminate blind spots and may not detect every object. Driver should always turn
and check surroundings before driving. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 23 Traffic Sign Recognition may not detect and read all traffic signs in all conditions. Driver should monitor all traffic signs and obey all traffic laws. 24 Driver Attention Alert cannot provide a warning
in every situation. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 25 The Advanced Climate Control System with Plasmacluster air purifier helps scrub the air in the vehicle’s interior. The system can sense exterior odors, can suppress unpleasant interior odors, can stop the inflow of external
odors and helps keep the cabin smelling fresh, but does not always eliminate odors. 26 6,000 lbs. maximum towing capacity for 2022 QX60 SENSORY AWD when properly equipped and 2022 QX60 AUTOGRAPH AWD. Towing capacity varies by configuration. See INFINITI Towing
Guide and Owner’s Manual for additional information. Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution. Always secure cargo. 27 Towing capacity varies by configuration. See INFINITI Towing Guide and Owner’s Manual for additional information. 28 Virtual Key to be used
only in accordance with any laws or rules in effect in your vehicle’s location. 29 Genuine INFINITI Accessories are covered by INFINITI's limited warranty on Genuine INFINITI Replacement Parts, and Genuine INFINITI Accessories for the longer of 12 months/12,000 miles (whichever
occurs first) or the remaining period under the 48 months/60,000-mile (whichever occurs first) new vehicle limited warranty. Terms and conditions apply. See retailer, warranty information booklet, or parts.infinitiusa.com for details. 30 Drive Recorder — Dual Camera to be used only in
accordance with any laws or rules in effect in your vehicle’s location that may apply to audio or video recordings of drivers and passengers. 31 2022 QX60 FWD EPA Fuel Economy Estimates 21 City/26 Highway/23 Combined. Actual mileage may vary with driving conditions. Use for
comparison only. 32 2022 QX60 AWD EPA Fuel Economy Estimates 20 City/25 Highway/22 Combined. Actual mileage may vary with driving conditions. Use for comparison only. Android® and Android Auto™ are trademarks of Google LLC. Apple CarPlay® is a registered trademark
of Apple Inc. iPhone® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. All rights reserved. iPhone® or other external device not included. Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Bose® is a registered trademark of The Bose Corporation. HD Radio® is a registered trademark of iBiquity
Digital Corporation. HomeLink® is a registered trademark of Johnson Controls Technology Co. The Sirius, XM, and SiriusXM names and all related marks and logos are trademarks of Sirius XM Radio Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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